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Introduction
Large individual differences exist among people in behavioral traits such as personality,
cognitive ability, and psychiatric disorders. Some people are more sociable or more learned
than others, some people are more likely to suffer from psychiatric disorders, and some are
more likely to become addicted to stimulants like nicotine, alcohol, and drugs. Research
in the field of behavioral genetics aims to understand the causes of these variations in
behavior and disease. Behavioral geneticists distinguish two major sources of interindividual variation: genetic sources and environmental sources. The nature-nurture debate
is founded on this duality and is concerned with determining the relative importance of
innate abilities, versus the importance of personal experiences or environmental influences.
The view that nurture is the single source of the observed variation in behavioral traits was
favored by developmentalists in the 17th century. For example, John Locke (1632–1704)
described the new born baby as a tabula rasa (“blank slate”) to emphasize his belief that
humans are born “blank” and then shaped by their experiences and sensory perceptions of
the environment. The nature view, on the other hand, emphasizes the relative importance
of the innate variation in ability (i.e., of genetic factors). If a trait is heritable, then the closer
the genetic relatedness of two individuals, the more these individuals will resemble each
other in terms of that trait. This observation forms the basis of behavioral genetics research.
Although the nature-versus-nurture debate is still ongoing, it is generally accepted and
has been shown for many clinical traits that both genetic and environmental factors are
important in explaining individual differences. In this chapter we describe how the relative
importance of genetic and environmental influences can be quantified and how the actual
genetic risk factors for a clinical trait can be detected. In addition, we describe a few more
complex mechanisms that may underlie individual differences in complex traits, such as
gene-environment interaction and correlation. We provide examples in the context of
anxiety and depression, although similar methods can be applied to any other clinical trait.
1
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Sources of phenotypic variation
In behavioral genetics it is assumed that the total variance (VT) of a trait, also called the
phenotypic or observed variance, can be decomposed into three sources of variation: one
source of genetic variation (VG) and two sources of environmental variation: shared (or
common) environmental variation (VC) and unshared (or unique) environmental variation
(VE): VT = VG + VC + VE
VG reflects all possible genetic contributions to the observed variation of a trait in the
population—additive genetic factors, dominance genetic factors, and effects of multigene interaction (epistasis; Bateson, 1909). Shared environmental influences (VC) are
environmental factors that are shared by family members and render members of the same
family more alike. The environments of individuals from the same family are more alike than
the environments of individuals from different families. Shared environmental influences
include shared experiences such as diet, socioeconomic status, and residential area. Nonshared environmental influences (VE) are environmental factors that create differences
between members of the same family. In fact, it is the part of the phenotypic variation
that cannot be explained by either genetic or shared environmental factors. Non-shared
environmental influences include unique experiences such as relationships with friends
and teachers and sports participation that are not shared with other family members. In
addition, non-shared environmental influences may also be due to measurement error.
By dividing the estimates of the genetic or environmental variance components by the
total variance VT, we can standardize the three variance components. The standardized
components are represented as: h2 + c2 + e2 = 1 where h2 denotes the proportion of the
phenotypic variation that is due to genetic factors (broad-sense heritability), c2 denotes
the proportion of the phenotypic variation that is due to the shared environment (factors
shared by family members), and e2 denotes the proportion of phenotypic variation that is
due to the non-shared environment (factors not shared by family members). Determining
the relative proportions of different sources of variations for multiple traits has long been
the major goal of behavioral genetics. Due to the rapid advances in genotyping technology,
however, the goal has shifted toward detection of the actual genes that are important
for a trait. Below, we briefly describe the classic research designs and methods applied in
behavioral genetics as well as some of the more recently applied methods.
Classic research designs in the field of behavioral genetics
Determining the relative proportion of different sources of variation
To determine the relative influence of genetic and environmental factors on a trait, data are
required from individuals who are genetically and/or environmentally informative. Since
actual gene finding or gene identification (or identification of influential environmental
factors) is not the aim, there is no need to actually genotype individuals, as long as their
genetic and environmental relationships are known. Three research designs are commonly
used: the family design, the adoption design, and the twin design. Several extensions of the
twin design allow researchers to deal with specific research questions. In the family design,
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variation within families is compared to variation between families. The main question
is, for example, whether biological brothers and sisters living in the same household are
more alike than unrelated children of similar age. If family members resemble each other
more with respect to a particular trait than unrelated individuals, then familial factors are
expected to affect the individual differences in a particular trait. Family members, however,
share both genes and common environmental factors, and therefore the family design does
not allow for the disentanglement of these sources of variation. In the adoption design,
a distinction is made between genetic relatives and environmental relatives. Genetic
relatives in the adoption design are family members who share (part of their) genes but
do not live together. Environmental relatives are individuals who do not share genes but
do share environmental factors as they share the same home environment. Phenotypic
resemblance between genetic relatives living apart is evidence of genetic influences, while
phenotypic resemblance between environmental relatives who do not share genes is
evidence of shared environmental influences. The phenotypic resemblance, quantified as
a correlation, between genetic relatives and environmental relatives can thus be used to
determine the extent to which phenotypic variation is due to genetic or environmental
factors. Adoption studies are particularly informative when the adoptees are twins. Imagine
the case of monozygotic (MZ) twins, that is, genetically identical twins who are adopted by
two different families soon after birth. Although fairly rare, this situation is ideal for the
estimation of the heritability of a trait: as the twins are genetically identical but reared in
different environments, any resemblance between them is entirely attributable to genetic
influences (h2). The correlation between adopted MZ twins reared apart is therefore a direct
estimate of heritability. In contrast, the correlation between MZ twins reared together is
the result of both shared genes and a shared environment. The difference between the
correlation of MZ twins reared together and the correlation of MZ twins reared apart is
therefore a direct estimate of the influence of the shared environment (c2). The extent to
which MZ twins reared together do not resemble each other is an estimate of the influence
of non-shared environmental factors (e2). In addition, the correlation between adopted
children and their adoption parents provides a direct estimate of shared environmental
effects, while the correlation between adopted children and their biological parents
provides a direct estimate of heritability. Comparing individuals from different generations
is, however, not always optimal. As a result of cultural and age-related changes in
environment and genetic expression, correlations between parents and children are likely
to be lower than correlations between contemporaries. Such changes create differences
between individuals from different generations, and as a result, genetic influences may
be underestimated. The twin design obviates the drawbacks of both the family design and
the adoption design. The twin design makes use of the differences in genetic resemblance
between MZ and dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs. MZ twins share 100% of their genetic material,
while DZ twins, like pairs of regular sibs, share on average 50% of their genetic material. At
the same time, when growing up in the same household, both MZ twins and DZ twins share
100% of their common environment. The correlation (i.e., the standardized measure of
resemblance) between MZ twins can therefore be written as a function of the heritability
and shared environmental factors: rMZ = h2 + c2 while the correlation between DZ twins, or
regular siblings, equals: rDZ = ½h2 + c2. From this, it follows that if the MZ twin correlation is
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larger than the DZ twin correlation, at least part of the resemblance must be attributed to
genetic factors (see also Table A1.1). Based on the observed MZ and DZ twin correlations
as well as their known genetic and environmental relatedness, the relative proportions
of genetic factors (h2), shared environmental factors (c2), and non-shared environmental
factors (e2) can be estimated as follows (Falconer & Mackay, 1989):
h2 = 2*(rMZ − rDZ )
c2 = 2* rDZ − rMZ = rMZ − h2
e2 = 1 − rMZ
Extensions of the twin design
The twin design is the most commonly used design in the field of behavioral genetics to
evaluate the relative influence of genetic and environmental factors on a trait. This research
design does, however, rely on several assumptions. First, it is assumed that DZ twins share
on average 50% of their genes. This assumption is only tenable if both parents are random
subjects from the population and do not have more genetic variants in common than
would be expected by chance alone. In other words, it is assumed that mating occurs at
random in the population and that partners do not select each other based on the trait
under study. Second, it is assumed that MZ twins do not share more environmental factors
than DZ twins; this is the so-called equal environment assumption. Third, it is assumed that
all genes act in an additive way (i.e., that dominance genetic influences are absent). Fourth,
it is assumed that genes and environment do not interact. In other words, genes do not
affect an individual’s sensitivity to an environmental factor, and the environment does not
affect the expression of the genes. The phenomenon of gene-environment interaction will
be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
Table A1.1: Illustration of MZ and DZ twin correlations and calculated estimates of genetic
effects and common environmental and unique environmental effects.
Twin correlations
rMZ = rDZ = 0
rMZ = rDZ > 0
rMZ = 2*rDZ
rMZ < 2*rDZ

rMZ
.00
.40
.60
.80

rDZ
.00
.40
.30
.65

h2
0
0
.60
.30

c2
0
.40
0
.50

e2
1
.60
.40
.20

gE
g E+C
g E+G
g E+C+G
Notes: rMZ = twin correlation MZ twins; rDZ = twin correlation DZ twins; E = unique environmental
effects; C = common environmental effects; G = genetic effects; h2 = heritability; c2 = proportion of the
phenotypic variation due to shared environment; e2 = proportion of phenotypic variation due to nonshared environment

To illustrate, significant differences between MZ and DZ twin correlations were reported
in a summary of early twin studies on the genetics of depression and bipolar disorder.
For depression, average correlations of .40 and .11 were observed for MZ and DZ twins,
respectively, suggesting the influence of genetic factors (Allen, 1976). For bipolar disorder,
average correlations of .72 and .40 were observed for MZ and DZ twins, respectively,
suggesting involvement of both genetic and common environmental influences. Several
extensions of the classic twin design have been proposed to deal with these assumptions,
such as study designs that include the siblings, partners, or spouses of twins. Adding nontwin siblings to a classic twin design allows researchers to investigate whether means and
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variances are equal in regular siblings and twins and whether the covariance between DZ
twins equals the covariance between non-twin siblings. If the DZ covariance is different
from the covariance between regular siblings, a special twin environment is implicated,
which means that the shared environmental influences of twins differ from the shared
environmental influences of regular siblings. These tests are important because only when
twins are not different from siblings findings from twin-based research can be generalized
to the general population. Moreover, including non-twin siblings in twin studies enhances
statistical power to detect sources of variance due to genetic and environmental effects
(Posthuma & Boomsma, 2000). To test the assumption of random mating, the parents and
spouses of twins can be included in a research design. Two types of non-random mating
can be distinguished, both of which occur in human populations. The first form of nonrandom mating is known as inbreeding and refers to mating between biological relatives.
The second form of non-random mating is known as assortative mating and occurs when
mate selection is based on traits that may themselves be under genetic pressure. It is
known that for several traits, individuals prefer to choose mates whom they resemble
phenotypically (Crow & Felsenstein, 1968). Assortative mating implies that spouses are
more similar with respect to a trait than would be expected by chance alone, which will
affect the level of that trait in their offspring. For example, an increased percentage of
disorders in spouses of patients, compared to controls, is indicative of non-random
assortment. Assortative mating has been shown to take place with respect to biological
factors such as body height (Silventoinen et al., 2003), but also for behavioral traits such
as intelligence (Plomin & Loehlin, 1989), as well as for several psychiatric disorders. To
illustrate, Maes et al. (1998) investigated assortative mating in the context of alcoholism,
generalized anxiety disorder, major depression, panic disorder, and phobias. Findings
suggested considerable associations between partners for most psychiatric diagnoses,
and assortment was observed both within and between classes of psychiatric disorders.
Variables that were correlated with the psychiatric diagnoses, such as age, religious
attendance, and education, did explain part, but not all, of the assortment between
partners. Since assortative mating increases the genetic and environmental correlations
between mates, estimates of the relative influence of genetic and environmental factors
within a twin design will be biased if assortative mating is not appropriately accounted for.
When parents are more genetically alike than expected by chance, the DZ twins genetic
resemblance will on average be more than 50% due to transmission of the correlated
parental genes. As a result, the resemblance of DZ twin pairs will increase relatively to
MZ twin pairs. Unmodeled assortative mating will therefore result in artificially inflated
estimates of the shared environmental component and an underestimation of heritability.
The presence of assortative mating can be studied by calculation of the phenotypic
correlation between the parents of twins, or the phenotypic correlation between twins
and their spouses, when spouses of the twins are included in the study, assuming that the
extent of assortative mating does not change across generations. Thus, in an attempt to
discern the relative contribution of the sources of variance of a particular trait, including
parents or spouses of twins in the study design allows one to accommodate the effects
that assortative mating may have on the estimates of the relative influences of genetic
and environmental factors. In the classic twin design, which includes only data from MZ
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and DZ twins, the influence of non-additive or dominance genetic factors and shared
environmental factors are confounded. Inclusion of parental data, or data from cousins of
twins or children of twins, for example, allows for the simultaneous estimation of shared
environmental effects (C) and dominance genetic effects (D). Collecting data of parents
or children of twins has several additional advantages. First, it enables one to distinguish
between genetic transmission from parents to offspring and cultural transmission from
parents to offspring. Genetic transmission refers to resemblance between parents and
offspring that is caused by the genes that are transmitted from parents to their offspring,
while cultural transmission refers to the resemblance between parents and offspring that is
due to a home environment that is created by the parents. Cultural transmission increases
resemblance between parents and offspring but also increases resemblance between
twins and siblings. To complicate things even more, parents may create an environmental
situation that is correlated with their own genotype or phenotype. For example, parents
with a genetic liability to be anxious may create an overprotective home environment, which
in turn may have a disadvantageous effect on the development of anxiety in their children.
When cultural transmission exists in the presence of genetic transmission, environmental
influences become correlated with genetic influences. In a classic twin design, where
parental data are not available, cultural transmission cannot be modeled or estimated
explicitly, and the effects of cultural transmission will end up as shared environmental
variation. When parental information is available, the effects of genetic transmission and
cultural transmission on familial resemblance can be explicitly distinguished. Second, when
parental data are available, researchers can test for the presence of correlations between
genes and environment (gene-environment correlations). In the classical twin design,
it is assumed that genetic effects and environmental effects act independently on the
phenotype. When genes and environment are correlated, however, the effects of genes
cannot be considered independent of the effects caused by environmental factors. Third,
comparing the estimates of the genetic and environmental effects obtained in studies
in which parental data were or were not included, provides information about possible
developmental changes in genetic and environmental influences between childhood and
adulthood. For example, when the estimates of the additive genetic effects are not equal
across the two designs, this may indicate that genes are of importance in adulthood, while
they have no function in childhood, or vice versa.
Interplay between genes and environment
The classic twin design assumes that genes and environment act in an additive manner. It
is, however, conceivable that individuals seek out, or grow up in, environmental situations
that are somehow correlated to their genotype. For example, parents who are fond of
sports will transmit their athletic genes to their offspring and in addition are likely to
stimulate their children by joining a sports club or providing them with sports equipment
such as a football or a baseball bat. In such a case, the environment that is created by
the parents is correlated with the genotype of the children. Similarly, children who are
genetically predisposed to become good athletes are likely to actively select environmental
conditions in which their genetic disposition can become manifest. It is even possible that
genes and environment interact. In that case, the effect that a certain environmental factor
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has depends on someone’s genotype, or the extent to which genes come to expression
depends on environmental conditions.
Gene-environment correlation
In general, in the presence of gene-environment correlation (r(GE)), the environmental
factors that influence an individual’s phenotype are not a random sample of the entire
range of possible environments but are correlated with, or caused by, the genotype of an
individual. Usually, three different types of gene-environment correlation are distinguished
(Plomin et al., 1977): passive, evocative, and active r(GE). Passive r(GE) refers to the situation in
which parents transmit both genotypes and relevant environmental factors. For example,
athletically gifted parents transmit genes that influence physical attributes such as
strong muscles, a well-functioning hemoglobin system, and a healthy respiratory system.
In addition, these parents also provide their children with an athletically stimulating
environment, such as sports equipment and training facilities. Since the environment that
is created by the parents is a function of the parents’ genotypes, and each parent transmits
50% of his/her genes to the offspring, a correlation between the environment and the
child’s genotype is implicated. We speak of evocative r(GE) when the genetic predispositions
of an individual evoke certain reactions from the environment. For example, a child who
shows talent for sports may be treated differently by his/her high school trainer than a child
whose sports ability is average. Active r(GE) occurs when individuals create, or seek out, their
own environments based on their genetic predisposition. For example, the child with the
predisposition for being a good basketball player may seek out a high school or university
with good sports facilities and a lively sports culture, because this will allow him/her to
exercise, develop, and improve. That is, individuals with a certain genetic predisposition
will select environments that fit their predisposition, that is, environments in which they
can thrive and that are optimal for their predisposition to become manifest. When r(GE) is
actually present, ignoring the gene environment correlation in statistical genetic models
and analyses may lead to biased estimates of the relative importance of both genetic and
environmental factors (Eaves et al., 1977).
Gene-environment interaction
Besides the possibility that genes and environment are correlated, it is also possible that
environmental factors modify or trigger gene expression, or that someone’s genetic makeup
determines the effect that environmental stressors can have (Gene-environment interaction,
GEI). For example, traumatic experiences like life-threatening illness, molestation, and
assault do in some victims cause severe depression, but not in all. It is conceivable that
the actual effect of such extreme experiences depends on someone’s genotype, that is,
on one’s genetic liability to become depressed. When GEI interaction is present, samplebased estimations of the additive genetic effects (A), the shared environmental effects (C),
and the non-shared environmental effects (E) do not accurately reflect what is going on.
After all, the relative contribution of genetic and environmental factors to the explanation
of the observed individual differences in the phenotype may be different for subjects
with different experiences, or for subjects with different genotypes. GEI is one possible
explanation for discordance observed between MZ twins with respect to disease (e.g., one
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twin suffers from depression or schizophrenia, while the other twin does not). As MZ twins
are genetically identical, they have, in theory, the same genetic predisposition, or the same
genetic liability for disease. This liability could, however, be increased or decreased as a
consequence of specific life experiences. In other words, it is conceivable that differences
in life experiences create differences in the extent to which genes come to expression,
which in turn results in phenotypic differences. Just like disregarding gene-environment
correlation, ignoring the effects of existing GEI leads to biased estimates of the relative
importance of genetic and environmental determinants. When GEI interaction concerns
the interaction between genes and shared environmental influences, ignoring its presence
results in overestimation of the effect of genetic factors on the phenotype. If GEI interaction
concerns the interaction between genes and non-shared environmental factors, ignoring
its presence will result in overestimation of the effects of the non-shared environmental
factors (Eaves et al., 1977; Jinks & Fulker, 1970). To illustrate, an increasing body of evidence
supports the presence of r(GE) and GEI in the context of complex psychiatric disorders (Caspi
& Moffitt, 2006; Kendler et al., 2005). Caspi et al. (2003) reported an interaction between
the 5-HT transporter gene (5-HTT) and stressful life events that appears to determine
liability to depressive illness. Individuals with one or two copies of the short allele of the
5-HTT gene exhibited more depressive symptoms after experiencing traumatic life events
than subjects who were homozygotes for the long allele. This finding has been replicated
in several studies (Eley et al., 2004; Kendler et al., 2005; Wilhelm et al., 2006; Zalsman
et al., 2006). Recently, Wichers et al. (2009) reported an interaction between the BDNF
Met allele, the short allele of the 5-HTTLPR gene, and childhood adversity in a model of
depressive symptoms. Childhood adversity had a greater impact on depression scores in
adulthood among BDNF “Met” carriers than among BDNF “non- Met” carriers. Moreover,
this interaction effect between BDNF and childhood adversity was more pronounced in
subjects who were carriers of the short repeat allele of the 5-HTTLPR gene. In addition,
carriers of the Met allele also reported significantly more childhood adversity than noncarriers, which suggests gene- environment correlation.
Statistical methods applied to the (classic) twin design
Although calculating the relative proportion of genetic and environmental influences
on a trait based on comparisons of MZ and DZ twin correlations is straightforward, this
simple framework has some disadvantages. First of all, it does not allow for a test of the
statistical significance of the genetic and environmental influences. For example, when
the comparison of MZ and DZ twin correlations suggests a heritability of 10%, then one
would want to know whether this 10% deviates significantly from 0%. Twin correlations
provide neither confidence intervals of the estimated parameters nor a description of
how well the twin model describes the observed data. In addition, missing data cannot be
accommodated if estimates are based on twin correlations, and the information of family
members other than twins cannot be accommodated in the model. In behavioral genetic
studies it is therefore customary to use estimation procedures implemented in structural
equation modeling. Structural equation modeling is a flexible statistical technique for testing
and estimating linear relationships between observed and latent variables, where latent
variables are not measured directly but are estimated based on observed information. The
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latent variables are the unmeasured sources of variation, denoted by G, C, and E. Their
regression on the trait can be deducted from the known relations between the G, C, and
E factors in MZ and DZ twins (see figure A1.1). How well the model depicted in figure
A1.1 describes the observed data is evaluated through the use of an iterative model fitting
procedure (see, e.g., Neale & Cardon, 1992), which returns parameter estimates and their
confidence intervals.
Figure A1.1 path diagram for univariate twin data

Notes: In this path diagram, the latent factors (the sources of variance) are scaled by fixing their variance
to 1. As described above, the correlation between the shared environmental variance components (C) of
twin 1 and twin 2 is fixed to 1, while the correlation between the genetic variance components (G) of twin 1
and twin 2 is fixed to 1 in MZ twin pairs and fixed to .50 in DZ twin pairs. Non-shared environmental factors
are not shared between twins, so these variance components are not connected with a double headed
arrow.

Multivariate analyses of twin data
For many psychiatric disorders, comorbidity is the rule rather than the exception. An
important question is why two traits covary, that is, what is the nature of this covariation?
For example, depression and anxiety often coincide, but why is that? Is this comorbidity
due to genes that influence both traits, or is it largely due to environmental factors that
act as risk factors for both depression and anxiety? Bivariate (or multivariate) twin models
can be used to investigate to what extent two (or more) traits are influenced by the same
set of genes (genetic correlation) or by the same environmental influences (environmental
correlation). That is, not only the variance of a trait but also the covariance between traits
can be decomposed into genetic and environmental sources of variation on the basis of
twin data. Figure A1.2 shows a path model of bivariate twin data, in which the relationship
between depression and anxiety is described in terms of correlation at a genetic and
environmental level. If in the example depicted in Figure A1.2, the correlation of the
depression scores of one twin with the anxiety scores of the co-twin is higher in MZ twins
than in DZ twins, then this suggests that the observed correlation between the two traits is
mainly due to genetic factors. To illustrate, much research has focused on the comorbidity
of anxiety and depression.
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Figure A1.2 Bivariate Twin Design

Notes: A so-called ‘Cholesky decomposition’ in which, each trait has latent additive genetic (G), shared
environmental (C) and non-shared environmental (E) factors. All latent factors have single headed arrows
connecting them with the observed traits. Latent factors that are thought to have an effect on the first
trait do also have single headed arrows connecting them to the second trait within the same person. The
covariance between depression and anxiety is modeled via these diagonal paths.

According to Gray and McNaughton (2000), comorbidity of anxiety and depression can
be explained in two ways. First, one disorder is an epiphenomenon of the other disorder.
Second, the disorders partially share a genetic etiology. In a review of a large number of
multivariate twin and family studies on comorbidity of anxiety and depression, Middeldorp
et al. (2005) support both explanations for the covariance observed between anxiety and
depression. Depression and anxiety are genetically closely related; the two traits are 86%–
100% influenced by the same genetic factors.
Longitudinal analyses of twin data
When it has been established that genetic factors do to some extent explain individual
differences observed in a certain trait or multiple traits, a next question could be are these
genetic influences stable over time and are the same genes involved at different stages of
life? Costly longitudinal studies would be needed to answer this question. However, the
stability of genetic influences over time is sometimes investigated by analyzing data at one
point in time with a cohort design. In such a design, subjects from different age cohorts
are assessed phenotypically. Analyzing the relative influence of genetic and environmental
factors in different age cohorts gives information about stability of the magnitude of genetic
and environmental influences along those age cohorts. An advantage of the cohort design
is that longitudinal data collection within one single-population sample is not required,
which saves researchers a lot of time waiting for their subjects to grow older. A major
disadvantage, however, is that this design does not allow for any conclusions on whether
the genetic factors that explain variation in one cohort are the same as the genetic factors
explaining variation in another cohort. Moreover, differences due to age are confounded
with any other differences between the cohorts. An example of a cohort-design is a study
on the diagnosis of early- and late-onset major depression, as defined by the DSM-III-R
(Lyons et al., 1998). Early onset (before age 30 years) and late-onset (after age 30 years)
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major depression were both significantly affected by genetic factors (early onset h2 = .47;
late onset h2 = .10) and non-shared environmental factors (early onset e2 = .53; late onset
e2 = .90). The size of genetic effects was larger for early-onset major depression, while
non-shared environmental effects explained more variance in late-onset major depression.
When longitudinal twin data are available, it is possible to investigate to what extent the
contribution of genetic and environmental factors to the observed phenotypic variability is
stable over time, and to what extent genetic and environmental variation is time specific.
However, longitudinal analysis has several disadvantages: the design is relatively
expensive, data collection takes more effort and time compared to the cohort design, and
longitudinal designs are prone to dropout. That is, participants are asked to participate
in the study over a longer period of time, and considerable numbers of participants tend
to withdraw from the study for reasons that may or may not be related to the study
object itself. To illustrate, in a longitudinal study of 3- to 12-year old children, Boomsma
et al. (2008a) determined the relative stability and change of genetic and environmental
influences on anxiety and depression. Mother and father ratings of their child’s behavioral,
emotional, and social problems were collected at five different time points. Stability of
anxiety and depression in childhood was relatively low from age 3 to later ages (r ≈ .30
from age 3 to later ages); after age 7, the stability increased (r = .67 between ages 10
and 12). With age, the heritability of anxiety and depression decreased and the influence
of shared environmental factors increased. Heritability estimates diminished from around
60% at age 3 to around 40% at age 12. Shared environmental factors accounted for only 8%
of the observed variation at age 3 but increased to about 23% at age 12. The contribution
of non-shared environmental factors increased from 29% at age 3 to 36% at age 12. Genetic
factors accounted for about 50% of the phenotypic stability of anxiety and depression
over time. Results suggested a relatively small overlap of genes that influence anxiety and
depression in younger children (age 3–5) and an increased genetic overlap at later ages.
Shared environmental influences on the stability of anxiety and depression were relatively
large in younger children (around 50% for age 3–5) and reduced after age 7. This example
of a longitudinal twin study shows that genetic and environmental variation may to some
extent be time specific. It also shows that stability of traits such as anxiety and depression
can be analyzed in terms of genetic and environmental factors. This example shows a
decrease in genetic influences on the variability observed in depression and anxiety across
the life span. An explanation could be that life events such as accidents and illnesses
and home-, education-, and occupation-related incidents accumulate over time. Such
environment-related life events increasingly contribute to differences between individuals,
and as a consequence, the relative influence of genetic factors decreases over time. In
contrast, studies on the heritability of cognitive abilities repeatedly show an increase in
genetic influences across the life span (Ando et al., 2001; Bartels et al., 2002; Boomsma
& van Baal, 1998; Luciano et al., 2001; Petrill et al., 2004; Plomin, 1999; Posthuma et al.,
2001a). Increasing heritability over the life span could be due to genes that become active
later in life, or to a decrease in the influence of environmental factors, as a result of which
the relative contribution of genetic influences increases. Otherwise, relatively small genetic
influences in childhood may have large effects later in life. While parents and teachers
are important with respect to the intellectual development of a child, adults are likely to
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seek out their own intellectually stimulating environment, which may reinforce genetic
differences.
Recent developments in behavioral genetics: gene finding
The behavioral genetics methods discussed so far are informative about the extent to which
genes explain variability in human behavior. These family-based designs give information
about the relative influence of genes on variation observed in a particular trait. However,
these designs are not informative about which specific genes are involved, how many
genes are involved, or even where the genes are that are involved, that is, in which (part
of the) chromosome. After it has been established that genes are involved (i.e., that the
trait under study is heritable), a reasonable next step is to verify which part of the human
genome is involved (linkage analysis) and, more precisely, which specific genes are involved
(association analysis).
Linkage analysis
Once genetic factors have been shown to be of importance in explaining variation in a trait,
the next goal is to localize the genes that are involved. The aim of linkage analysis is to
discover the rough location of a gene region on the chromosome. Linkage analysis is based
on the comparison of genetic relatives, such as siblings. The assumption of linkage analysis
is that relatives who resemble each other more phenotypically will also resemble each
other more genetically. In other words, siblings who resemble each other with respect to a
particular trait, like depression, personality, intelligence, or weight, will share more alleles
on the genes that are actually involved in the trait under study than would be expected
by chance alone. Two types of allele sharing are distinguished: identical-by-state (IBS)
and identical-by-descent (IBD). Alleles are IBS if they have the same DNA sequence (i.e.,
have the same form). Alleles are IBD if they have the same DNA sequence and the same
ancestral origin (i.e., they are inherited from the same ancestor). Alleles that are IBD must
be IBS, but alleles that are IBS are not necessarily IBD. Since offspring receive one allele
from each parent, siblings can share zero, one, or two alleles IBD at a locus. For example,
suppose a mother has genotype A1A2 and a father has genotype A3A3. Sibling 1 inherits
A1 from his mother and the first A3 allele from his father, while sibling 2 inherits the same
allele A1 from the mother, but the other A3 allele from the father. Both siblings have
genotype A1A3, so their IBS status is 2. However, as the A3 allele is not exactly the same
A3 allele, their IBD status is 1. In behavioral genetics studies of quantitative traits, a causal
gene is called a quantitative trait locus (QTL). However, rather than comparing siblings
with respect to all QTLs on the genome, linkage analysis makes use of genetic markers.
This genetic marker, or DNA marker, is a unique DNA sequence (segment of DNA) with a
known position on the chromosome. For each participant, a number of markers are typed
on each chromosome. These markers are not only informative about their own specific
DNA sequence but indirectly also give information about genes lying close to this marker
on the chromosome. Markers are indicative of adjacent genes because the marker alleles
and the alleles of genes in close proximity are often inherited together, that is, as a block.
So siblings who share marker alleles IBD, that is, they inherited the same allele from the
same parent, most likely also share alleles on adjacent genes because they inherited the
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entire block of alleles from the same parent. If, however, the siblings only share the marker
allele IBS, that is, the allele is physically the same, but it is not exactly the same allele, then
the marker is less informative about the siblings’ likeness with respect to adjacent genes,
because the siblings did not inherit the same block of information. We will not go into this
in more detail, but it is important to understand that information about genes adjacent
to the marker can be obtained from knowledge about siblings’ IBD status at the marker:
the IBD status at the marker reflects the IBD status at QTLs that are close to the marker.
Differences observed between siblings with respect to the trait will be smaller if they share
the same variant of a marker, obtained from the same ancestor (IBD) (Haseman & Elston,
1972). If parental genotypes are not available, probabilities of IBD status of the offspring
can be estimated based on allele frequencies in the population. In many complex traits
that are (highly) heritable, a large number of genes are expected to be involved, all with
small effect. The shortcoming of linkage analysis with respect to the study of the genetic
basis of quantitative traits is that it lacks power to detect genes of small effect. Another
shortcoming of linkage is that it only gives information about an area in which a QTL may
lie. These areas, however, are often still very large, covering hundreds of base pairs and
often hundreds of genes. Linkage analysis thus provides a rough indication for where to
look for the QTLs, but does not actually identify the QTLs. To illustrate, results from linkage
studies on anxiety and depression show significant linkage signals on several chromosomes
(Boomsma et al., 2008c). However, the replication rate of these studies is relatively low.
This might be due to the relatively small sample sizes and different definitions of the
phenotypes. For example, Holmans et al. (2007) reported linkage regions on chromosomes
8, 15, and 17; McGuffin et al. (2005) reported regions on chromosomes 1, 12, 13, and 15;
and Middeldorp et al. (2009) reported linkage regions on chromosomes 2, 8, and 17. All
these regions may thus contain one (or more) gene that contributes to susceptibility to
anxiety or depression.
Association analysis
Once the rough location of a gene region on the chromosome is identified, candidate genes
can be selected from this region. In association analysis, it is subsequently tested whether
these candidate genes are actually involved in the trait under study. This is done by testing
whether the trait means are the same for all possible genotypes. For example, if a gene is
diallelic, three genotypes A1A1, A1A2, and A2A2 can be distinguished, and one can test
whether the trait means are the same across these three genotype groups. A commonly
used approach in association analysis is the case-control design. Here, allele frequencies
in a group of unrelated, affected individuals (i.e., patients or cases) are compared to the
allele frequencies observed in a group of unrelated controls (healthy subjects). Alleles that
are statistically more frequent in cases than in controls are thought to be involved in the
disorder under study. Further research into the function of the gene is then required to
establish whether the relationship between the allele and the disorder is causal in nature.
Association analysis is statistically powerful and therefore allows for the detection of genes
with small effect. While linkage analysis is conducted within families, association studies
are usually performed at a population level, which facilitates data collection. Furthermore,
while linkage is usually genome wide, association studies were until recently limited to
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candidate genes or candidate regions, as detected within a linkage study. Presently,
however, completion of the Human Genome Project in 2003, the International Hap-Map
Project in 2005, the 1000genomes project in 2009, and the decline in genotyping costs has
made genome wide association analysis feasible. In this approach, hundred thousands of
DNA markers across the entire genome are scanned to find genetic variations associated
with a particular trait or disorder. It is important to note that although association
studies are theoretically straightforward, they come with their own shortcomings. There
are several reasons why genes can be statistically associated with a trait without being
functionally related to the trait (this is called spurious association). Especially in genomewide association, problems related to statistical power (e.g., sample size, multiple testing)
are serious. Finally, practice shows that results obtained through association studies are
often hard to replicate. This can be due to various reasons, such as difference between
studies in the definition or measurement of the phenotype, differences between studies
related to the sampling of participants, differences between studies of the origin of the
participants (i.e., allele frequencies may differ between the countries in which the studies
are conducted), and sample size. Finally, once a gene has been statistically linked to a trait,
it still remains to be seen how the gene is functionally related to the trait. The link between
proteins and enzymes, on the one hand, and observed behavioral traits, on the other hand,
is often far from clear, and the road from DNA sequences that code for specific enzymes
and proteins to the behavioral trait under study is in itself a very long and very complicated
one.
Behavioral genetics and clinical practice
Discoveries in the field of human genetics have changed the general view on behavioral
disorders dramatically. For example, until the 1970s, the development of ADHD was
thought to be caused by poor upbringing. Nowadays, ADHD is known to be one of the most
heritable childhood disorders, with heritability estimates around 70% (Jepsen & Michel,
2006). Likewise, liability to mood disorders such as depression and anxiety is influenced by
genetic factors as well (Hettema et al., 2001; Kendler et al., 2006b; Kendler et al., 2006a;
Sullivan et al., 2000). Studies have been conducted on the genetic influences on many
other behavioral disorders, of which schizophrenia is the most widely studied. Twin studies
show heritability estimates of liability to schizophrenia of around 80% (Sullivan et al., 2003).
Since the completion of the Human Genome Project in 2003 and the International HapMap
Project in 2005, countless studies have focused on gene finding for behavioral diseases.
To date, many genes have been reported to be associated with bipolar disorder. The two
most replicated genes in bipolar disorder are the same genes that are associated with
schizophrenia (Farmer et al., 2007). Up to now, gene finding results for major depression
and anxiety have been less encouraging. One of the reasons for this failure to detect and
replicate genes might be that multiple genes of small effect are involved in these behavioral
disorders (Harrison & Law, 2006; Jonsson et al., 2004; Li et al., 2006a; Straub et al., 2002).
Understanding the genetic architecture of behavioral diseases is expected to have two
major benefits. First, an individual’s genetic makeup provides information about his or
her risk of developing a particular disease. This information is useful in prevention. For
example, individuals known to have a greater risk of developing schizophrenia may be
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advised to avoid the use of hallucinogenic drugs. Second, an individual’s genetic makeup
may be of interest in the choice of treatment. Nowadays treatment is adapted to several
factors, such as personality, gravity of the disease, and motivation and cooperation of the
patient. Success of treatment may, however, also depend on individuals’ genetic makeup,
and adapting treatment to the genetic characteristics of patients may lead to higher
improvement rates. In physical diseases, selection of treatment based on genotype has
already been introduced. Studies on breast cancer, for example, have shown that specific
gene variants affect therapy outcome. For example, recurrence after tamoxifen therapy, a
widely used endocrine therapy for estrogen-receptor-positive breast cancer, is dependent
on genes that are related to metabolic enzymes (Wegman et al., 2005). Identifying genes
that are associated with behavioral disorders will allow us to gain insight into the etiology
of the disease. Hopefully, this will lead to development of therapies that are maximally
tailored to the clients’ characteristics, including their genotype. Furthermore, identifying
genes that are associated with effects of medical treatment may lead to genotypeadjusted pharmacotherapy. For example, molecular genetic research on ADHD focused
on candidate genes involved in the dopamine system that is associated with treatment
with methylphenidate. Stimulant medications such as methylphenidate act primarily by
inhibiting the dopamine transporter that is responsible for the dopamine reuptake. Small
but significant associations have been reported for two dopamine receptor genes (Li et al.,
2006b).
Concluding remarks
In the majority of behavioral disorders, individual differences observed in liability for disease
have been shown to relate to individual differences in genetic architecture. Heritability
estimates range from very low (sleep problems h2 ≈ 20% (Boomsma et al., 2008b) to very
high (autism h2 ≈ 90%; Freitag, 2007). Many studies report higher heritability estimates for
more severe manifestations of disorders and for early onset manifestations of disorders.
For example, both depression and anxiety show higher heritability estimates for more
severe forms and for early- onset forms (Hettema et al., 2001; McGuffin et al., 1996;
Scherrer et al., 2000). Higher heritability estimates were also reported for more severe
manifestations of schizophrenia (Gottesman, 2001). Moreover, genetic influences are
larger for type 2 schizophrenia, which is known for passive symptoms such as withdrawal
and lack of emotion, than for type 1 schizophrenia, which is known for active symptoms
such as delusions and hallucinations (Dworkin & Lenzenweger, 1984). In general, type 1
schizophrenia has a better prognosis and a better response to medication. The finding that
more severe manifestations of disorders are more heritable raises questions on whether, for
example, the same genes are associated with different manifestations of a disorder. Since
development is a result of a constant interplay between genetic and environmental factors,
neurodevelopmental disorders like schizophrenia, especially the late-onset type, might be
the result of interplay between genes and environment. Insight into this interplay will lead
to a better understanding of the expression of genes. In recent years, behavioral disorders
are assessed as a quantitative feature instead of a dichotomous feature. That is, researchers
have focused on a continuum from mild to severe depression symptoms, rather than on a
dichotomous distinction between participants with and without depression. When focusing
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on continua, behavioral disorders are considered the quantitative extreme of the same
genetic and environmental factors that contribute to the phenotypic variation observed
within the normal range of behavior. Analyzing behavioral disorders as a quantitative
feature may require the inclusion of individuals who are not actually diagnosed for the
disorder but do suffer from some of its symptoms. These individuals can be informative
since they are expected to be carriers of associated genotypes. A quantitative view on
disorders is also useful in finding genes that are associated with multiple disorders. It
has been shown that phenotypic, but also genetic, comorbidity is common in numerous
behavioral disorders. For example, genes associated with bipolar disorder are known to
be associated with schizophrenia as well. However, according to DSM criteria, bipolar
disorder is only diagnosed when schizophrenia is not, which precludes comorbidity studies
if diagnostic dichotomies are used as input, rather than quantitative measures. When
participants with symptoms of both disorders are neglected in gene-finding studies, a lot of
potentially valuable information is lost. In addition, it is possible that analyzing disorders as
a continuum may lead to the identification of QTLs that contribute to individual differences
in the disorder itself. The recent technological improvements, available financial funding,
and intended close cooperation with fields like molecular biology and functional genomics
make behavioral genetics at present one of the most rapidly changing and evolving fields
in science.
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Group and acronym
Twins/Nuclear families
MZ: MM
DZ: MM
MZ: FF
DZ: FF
DOS: MF
Spouses
sibs: MM
sibs: FF
sibs: MF
Fath-son
Fath-dau
Moth-son
Moth-dau
Avuncular
PatSIBavMM
PatSIBavMF
MatSIBavFM
MatSIBavFF
PatSIBavFM
PatSIBavFF
MatSIBavMM
MatSIBavMF
PatDZavMM
PatDZavMF
MatDZavFM
MatDZavFF
PatDZavFM
PatDZavFF
MatDZavMM
MatDZavMF
PatMZavMM
PatMZavMF
MatMZavFM
MatMZavFF
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Nephew with father’s brother
Niece with father’s brother
Nephew with mother’s sister
Niece with mother’s sister
Nephew with father’s sister
Niece with father’s sister
Nephew with mother’s brother
Niece with mother’s brother
Nephew with father’s DZ brother
Niece with father’s DZ brother
Nephew with mother’s DZ sister
Niece with mother’s DZ sister
Nephew with father’s DZ sister
Niece with father’s DZ sister
Nephew with mother’s DZ brother
Niece with mother’s DZ brother
Nephew with father’s MZ twin
Niece with father’s MZ twin
Nephew with mother’s MZ twin
Niece with mother’s MZ twin

Male – male sibling pairs
Female – female sibling pairs
Male – female sibling pairs
Father – son
Father – daughter
Mother – son
Mother – daughter

Monozygotic male - male
Dizygotic male - male
Monozygotic female - female
Dizygotic female - female
Dizygotic male - female

Description

Group and acronym
Spouses of uncles and aunts
SPaSIBavFM
SPaSIBavFF
SMaSIBavMM
SMaSIBavMF
SPaSIBavMM
SPaSIBavMF
SMaSIBavFM
SMaSIBavFF
SPaDZavFM
SPaDZavFF
SMaDZavMM
SMaDZavMF
SPaDZavMM
SPaDZavMF
SMaDZavFM
SMaDZavFF
SPaMZavFM
SPaMZavFF
SMaMZavMM
SMaMZavMF
Spouses of twins/siblings
SPMZM
SPMZF
SPDZM
SPDZF
SPDMF
SPSIBMM
SPSIBFF
SPSIBMF
Cousins
MZMCsMM
MZMCsFF
MZMCsMF
MZFCsMM
Spouses of MZ male twins
Spouses of MZ female twins
Spouses of DZ male twins
Spouses of DZ female twins
Spouses of DZ male-female twins
Spouses of SIB male twins
Spouses of SIB female twins
Spouses of SIB male-female twins
Sex of cousins
Parent’s relation
Male - male
MZ male
Female - female
MZ male
Male – female
MZ male
Male – male
MZ female

Male with wife of father’s brother
Female with wife of father’s brother
Male with husband of mother’s sister
Female with husband of mother’s sister
Male with husband of father’s sister
Female with husband of father’s sister
Male with wife of mother’s brother
Female with wife of mother’s brother
Male with wife of father’s male twin
Female with wife of father’s male twin
Male with husband of mother’s female twin
Female with husband of mother’s female twin
Male with husband of father’s female twin
Female with husband of father’s female twin
Male with wife of mother’s male twin
Female with wife of mother’s male twin
Male with wife of father’s twin
Female with wife of father’s twin
Male with husband of mother’s twin
Female with husband of mother’s twin

Description
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Description

Group and acronym
Description
MZFCsFF
Female - female
MZ female
Wife with husband’s brother
MZFCsMF
Male – female
MZ female
Husband with wife’s sister
DZMCsMM
Male – male
DZ male
Husband with wife’s brother
DZMCsFF
Female - female
DZ male
Wife with husband’s sister
DZMCsMF
Male – female
DZ male
Wife with husband’s male cotwin
DZFCsMM
Male – male
DZ female
Husband with wife’s female cotwin
DZFCsFF
Female - female
DZ female
Husband with wife’s male cotwin
DZFCsMF
Male – female
DZ female
Wife with husband’s female cotwin
DZMFCsMM
Male – male
DZ male-female
Wife with husband’s MZ male cotwin
DZMFCsFF
Female - female
DZ male-female
Husband with wife’s MZ female cotwin
DZMFCsMF
Male – female
DZ male-female
Wife with wife’s MZ female cotwin
DZMFCsFM
Female – male
DZ male-female
Husband with husband’s MZ male cotwin
SIBMMCsMM
Male – male
SIB male
SIBMMCsFF
Female - female
SIB male
SIBMMCsMF
Male – female
SIB male
Father with daughter-in-law
Father with son-in-law
SIBFFCsMM
Male – male
SIB female
Mother with daughter-in-law
SIBFFCsFF
Female - female
SIB female
Mother with son-in-law
SIBFFCsMF
Male – female
SIB female
SIBMFCsMM
Male – male
SIB male-female
SIBMFCsFF
Female - female
SIB male-female
SIBMFCsMF
Male – female
SIB male-female
SIBMFCsFM
Female – male
SIB male-female
Notes: Three-generational relationships were omitted since none of the participating families within the present study comprised all three generations. Homosexual
relationships were omitted because sample sizes were small. Since sex may have an effect on familial transmission, relationships involving men are distinguished from
relationships involving women. The relationships within MZ kinships are biologically different from relationships within DZ and sibling kinships. Relationships involving
MZ twins are therefore distinguished from relationships involving DZ twins and regular siblings.

Group and acronym
Siblings-in-law
SIBInlawMF
SIBInlawFM
SIBInlawMM
SIBInlawFF
DZInlawMF
DZInlawFM
DZInlawMM
DZInlawFF
MZInlawMF
MZInlawFM
MZInlawFF
MZInlawMM
Parent-in-law
Fa-DInlaw
Fa-SInlaw
Mo-SInlaw
Mo-DInlaw
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Executive functioning
Executive functioning was measured with the Trail Making Test (Reitan, 1955). During this
test, subjects were required to connect numbers and letters that were randomly printed on
a sheet of A4-sized paper. A standardized written instruction (which was displayed on an
instruction sheet and, at the same time, read aloud by the test-administrator) was provided.
To start with, subjects were asked to connect displayed numbers one to twenty-two as fast
as possible (part A). Subsequently, subjects were asked to connect the numbers one to
eleven and letters A to K. Numbers and letters had to be connected alternately, such that
numbers were in ascending order while letters were in alphabetical order (part B). The time
taken to complete the chains of part A and part B is generally used as a measure of visuomotor speed and task-switching skills, respectively. The difference in time that is required
to complete part A and part B is generally interpreted as a measure of executive functioning
in which a relatively large increase (i.e., part B > part A) is related to less optimal executive
functioning.
Verbal learning and memory
Verbal learning and memory was measured with the Verbal Learning & Memory Task (Mulder
et al., 1996). During part one of this task, a list of sixteen items from a general shopping list
was presented five times. Items were equally classified into four distinct categories (fruits,
herbs & spices, clothing, and handy tools); each series was orally presented in a standardized
order by the test administrator. After each presentation, subjects were required to recall as
many items as possible. Subsequently, an interference list of sixteen different items was
presented. Again, items were equally classified into four distinct categories (fruits, herbs
& spices, fish and kitchen tools). Subjects were required to recall as many items from this
interference list as possible. Immedeately afterwards, subjects were required to respectively
recall from the first list as many items as possible (short delay free recall) and from each of
the four semantic categories from the first list as many items as possible (short delay cued
recall). After a 20 minutes time interval (part two), subjects were again asked to recall as
many items from the first list as possible (long delay free recall) and as many items from each
of the four semantic categories (long delay cued recall). Finally, subjects were provided with
a recognition list of 44 items. Performance on the first five trials was used as a measure of
learning ability; performance on the short and long delay free and cued recall was used as a
measure of memory, and performance on recognition was used as a measure of recognition
ability.
Linguistic ability: Non Words
Subjects’ linguistic ability (reading aloud and repeating non-words) was measured in
the Non-Words Test. Subjects were required to read aloud 40 non-words (e.g., bisjoeda,
trola and, brosati etc.) that appeared on a computer screen, while trying to avoid errors.
Subsequently, subjects were required to repeat the same 40 non-words that were read
aloud by a recorded voice. A standardized test instruction was displayed on the computer
screen previously to the test (and at the same time read aloud by the test administrator).
The amount of errors and type of error (i.e., wrong pronunciation of vowel, consonant,
and word stress) were used as measures of performance in reading out and repeating nonwords.
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Linguistic ability: Word Stress
Subjects’ ability to recognize the correct lexical stress of drawings of common objects is measured
with the Word Stress Task (Schiller, 2006). Subjects were, one by one, provided with four repeats
of a series of 40 pictures (e.g., giraffe, canoe, and castle), corresponding to bisyllabic nouns on a
computer screen. Within the first series, subjects were provided with the pictures together with
the corresponding written bisyllabic noun, to get familiar with the pictures and corresponding
nouns. Within the second series, subjects were provided with the pictures without the name
and were asked to say aloud each picture name. In case the subject gave the wrong name, the
test administrator provided the subject with the correct name. Within the third series, subjects
were required to press the spacebar as fast as possible in case the lexical stress location of the
word corresponding to the picture was on the first syllable (half of the trials). Within the fourth
series, subjects were required to press the spacebar as fast as possible in case the lexical stress
location was on the second syllable (half of the trials). Accuracy and response time within the
third and fourth series were used as measures of linguistic ability.
Visuo-spatial memory
Visuo-spatial memory was assessed with the Corsi Block Tapping Task (Corsi, 1972). During this
task, nine white blocks were displayed randomly on a computer screen. During the illustration,
the blocks turn red one by one, after that, the screen turned blank. Subjects were required to
mimic a sequence of blocks by tapping the blocks in exactly the same order as the blocks turned
red in the illustration. The sequence started simple with two blocks, and became more complex,
depending on the accuracy of the subject. The total span lasted up to nine blocks. The length
of the span was increased by one block after every five runs; the test was however terminated
when the subject responded incorrectly to three out of five runs of the same length. Instruction
was read by each participant from the computer screen (and at the same time read aloud by
the test-administrator). Subjects were provided with two practice trials. The total number of
correct runs (maximum is 40) and the best set size (maximum is 9) were used as measures of
visuo-spatial memory.
Time perception
Time perception was measured with the Time Perception Task (Barkley, 1998). During this task,
subjects were asked to reproduce visual temporal intervals with interval lengths of 1, 2, 3, 4, or
5 seconds. After a standardized written instruction (which was displayed on an instruction sheet
and, at the same time, read aloud by the test-administrator), three practice trials and twenty
experimental trials were administered. Each different interval length was provided four times, in
a randomized order. Within each trial, subjects were provided with two light bulbs on a screen.
To start with, the left light bulb switched on for a particular time interval length (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, or
5 seconds), subsequently subjects were required to light the right light bulb for the same time
interval length by pressing the space bar. Subjects were not informed about the length of the
intervals and did not receive feedback. The precision of the reproduction (operationalized as
the absolute discrepancy between the response length and the stimulus length) was used as a
measure of time perception.
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Inspection Time
Inspection Time was measured using the Inspection Time Task (extensively described by
Luciano et al., 2001). During this task subjects were provided with a π–shaped figure with,
at appearance, unequal legs. After a short interval, the two legs of the π–shaped figure were
covered with a mask. Subsequently, subjects were required to denote the longest leg of
the π–shaped figure (by pressing the M or Z button on a computer keyboard for the right
or left leg, respectively). The stimulus duration was altered based on the correctness of
the subjects’ response. After a correct response, the stimulus duration within the next trial
was decreased while after an incorrect response, the stimulus duration within the next trial
was increased. The amount of decrease or increase depended on the number of previous
reversals and became smaller as the task continued, such that the interval converged at the
subjects’ inspection time and the Parameter Estimation by Sequntial Testing procedure (PEST)
estimates became consistent. The protocol was stopped when the interval was converged,
or when the maximum of 96 trials was reached. The last measured pi-duration was used as a
measure of inspection time.
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Table A4.1 Descriptives of cognitive measures collected within this PhD project
Grand
mean

SD

βsex

βage

N

Full scale IQ

100.00

15.00

6.05

.16

1340

Verbal IQ

100.00

15.00

2.03

.14

1340

Performance IQ

99.81

14.81

7.81

.15

1336

10.89

5.21

-1.34

-.18

537

16.73

8.09

-1.47

-.30

492

5.96

5.63

-.10

-.11

474

57.00

38.20

3.24

-.18

479

VLGT: Sum score list 1 to 5

59.10

9.32

-6.37

.32

551

VLGT: Short Term Free Recall

13.21

2.74

-1.60

.09

550

VLGT: Short Term Cued Recall

13.06

2.47

-1.38

.06

548

VLGT: Long Term Free Recall

13.48

2.66

-1.71

.08

547

VLGT: Long Term Cued Recall

13.43

2.47

-1.55

.06

548

VLGT: Recognition

43.22

1.87

-.82

.05

536

26.86

10.93

-.37

-.10

554

18.55

6.01

-.98

-.02

557

3.32

3.28

.22

.00

550

.96

2.06

-.29

-.01

543

2.96

4.47

.21

-.04

536

8.75

7.51

.09

-.09

551

1.129

1.53

.44

.00

544

3.02

2.89

.14

-.01

548

2.44

3.59

-.80

-.05

546

.89

1.95

-.16

-.02

533

58.47

18.06

-.52

-.04

575

1010.04

133.57

11.11

-1.45

570

70.12

17.86

2.19

-.03

564

1043.92

138.17

1.54

-1.62

561

Trail Making Test, Version A
Time in seconds
Trail Making Test, Version B
Time in seconds
Trail Making Test, Interference
Absolute Time difference
Version A vs Version B
Trail Making Test, Interference
Percentage Time difference
Version A vs Version B

Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect total
Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect word stress
Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect vowels
Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect consonants
Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect multiple errors
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect total
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect word stress
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect vowels
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect consonants
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect multiple errors
Word Stress
Percentage correct syllable 1
Word Stress
Time syllable 1 in milliseconds
Word Stress
Percentage correct syllable 2
Word Stress
Time syllable 2 in milliseconds
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Grand
mean

SD

βsex

βage

N

Corsi Blocks: Best set size

6.23

1.00

.44

.04

607

Corsi Blocks: Total score

23.04

4.61

2.10

.17

607

.51

.21

-.08

.00

590

Pi task: Pi-duration last in milliseconds

77.59

35.88

-2.82

-.61

552

Pi task: Number of trials

83.65

9.19

-.38

-.05

579

Time Test: Absolute discrepancy

Notes: SD = standard deviation; βsex = beta coefficient sex (regression weight); βage = beta coefficient age
(regression weight); N = number of participants excluding outliers. Negative βsex coefficients indicate that
men have generally lower scores than women. Negative βage coefficients indicate that older individuals
have generally lower scores than younger individuals.
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Phenotypic correlations between cognitive measures
collected within this PhD project
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Table A5.1 Phenotypic correlations (standard errors).
Full Scale IQ
Full scale IQ

Verbal IQ

Performance IQ

1

Verbal IQ

.92 (.01)***

1

Performance IQ

.83 (.01)***

.57 (.02)***

1

-.37 (.04)***

-.27 (.04)***

-.42 (.04)***

-.44 (.04)***

-.39 (.04)***

-.42 (.04)***

-.27 (.05)***

-.28 (.05)***

-.21 (.05)***

-.10 (.05)*

-.15 (.05)**

-.01 (.05), ns

VLGT: Sum score list 1 to 5

.41 (.04)***

.36 (.04)***

.38 (.04)***

VLGT: Short Term Free Recall

.35 (.04)***

.32 (.04)***

.30 (.04)***

VLGT: Short Term Cued Recall

.40 (.04)***

.37 (.04)***

.33 (.04)***

VLGT: Long Term Free Recall

.39 (.04)***

.36 (.04)***

.31 (.04)***

VLGT: Long Term Cued Recall

.39 (.04)***

.37 (.04)***

.31 (.04)***

VLGT: Recognition

.30 (.04)***

.27 (.04)***

.24 (.04)***

-.31 (.04)***

-.30 (.04)***

-.24 (.04)***

.11 (.05)*

.13 (.05)**

.05 (.04), ns

-.27 (.05)***

-.29 (.04)***

-.20 (.05)***

-.28 (.04)***

-.30 (.04)***

-.19 (.04)***

-.38 (.04)***

-.38 (.04)***

-.28 (.04)***

-.28 (.04)***

-.27 (.04)***

-.19 (.04)***

-.19 (.04)***

-.18 (.04)***

-.14 (.04)**

-.03 (.04), ns

-.01 (.04), ns

-.03 (.05), ns

-.22 (.04)***

-.24 (.04)***

-.13 (.04)**

-.23 (.04)***

-.24 (.04)***

-.16 (.04)***

.40 (.03)***

.36 (.03)***

.34 (.04)***

-.16 (.05)**

-.11 (.05)*

-.16 (.05)***

.50 (.03)***

.49 (.03)***

.37 (.04)***

-.22 (.05)***

-.16 (.05)***

-.21 (.05)***

.35 (.04)***

.28 (.04),*

.36 (.04)***

Trail Making Test, Version A
Time in seconds
Trail Making Test, Version B
Time in seconds
Trail Making Test, Interference
Absolute Time difference
Version A vs Version B
Trail Making Test, Interference
Percentage Time difference
Version A vs Version B

Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect total
Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect word stress
Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect vowels
Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect consonants
Non Words, reading
Percentage incorrect multiple errors
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect total
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect word stress
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect vowels
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect consonants
Non Words, repeating
Percentage incorrect multiple errors
Word Stress
Percentage correct syllable 1
Word Stress
Time syllable 1 in milliseconds
Word Stress
Percentage correct syllable 2
Word Stress
Time syllable 2 in milliseconds
Corsi Blocks: Best set size
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Full Scale IQ

Verbal IQ

Performance IQ

Corsi Blocks: Total score

.37 (.04)***

.30 (.04)***

.38 (.04)***

Time Test: Absolute discrepancy

-.11 (.04)**

-.08 (.04)***

-.12 (.04**

Pi task: Pi-duration last in
milliseconds

-.28 (.04)***

-.23 (.04)***

-.25 (.04)***

Pi task: Number of trials

-.13 (.04)***

-.09 (.04)*

-.15 (.04)**

Notes: Phenotypic correlations were calculated in Mplus’ (Muthen & Muthen, 2005), using option
‘complex’ to correct for familial relatedness between the participants. Standard errors are displayed
between brackets; measures are corrected for age and sex effects; p = p-value; all scores are corrected for
age and sex effects; ***=significant at α of .001; **=significant at α of .01; *=significant at α of .05; ns =
not significant at α of .05.
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Life events moderate variation in cognitive ability (g) in adults
This letter is published as:
Vinkhuyzen, AAE., van der Sluis, S., & Posthuma, D. (2010). Life events moderate variation
in cognitive ability (g) in adults. Molecular Psychiatry. Published online: doi: 10.1038/
mp.2010.12
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Letter to the editor: Life events moderate variation in cognitive ability (g) in adults
The heritability of general cognitive ability (g) in adults is estimated to lie approximately
between 75% and 85% (Plomin, 1999). Despite this overwhelming indirect evidence of
‘genes for g’, only a handful of genes have been identified so far, together explaining less
than ~5% of the genetic variation (Posthuma & de Geus, 2006). Several reasons have been
suggested for this ‘missing heritability’ (Maher, 2008), including the presence of geneenvironment interactions (GEI). We have investigated the presence of GEI for measured
Life Events and g, in a population-based sample of adult twins and their siblings (N=560).
The reported large heritability estimates for g are derived from classical twin
studies, in which additivity of genetic and environmental effects is assumed; implying
heritability estimates are equal across environmental conditions. Non-additivity of genetic
and environmental effects (i.e., GEI), conversely, implies that genes control an individual’s
sensitivity to environmental influences, or environmental factors moderate gene expression.
If GEI is present, the extent to which genes and environment cause variation in g varies
across environmental conditions, and a single heritability estimate is no longer accurate
(Purcell, 2002). Consequently, assuming the absence of GEI may lead to biased estimates of
the relative importance of genetic and environmental influences (Purcell, 2002). Moreover,
when genetic effects vary across environmental conditions, an environmentally stratified
design might seriously improve gene finding success when researchers focus on those
environmental conditions where genetic effects are largest. Gene finding attempts for g
would thus benefit from studies that elucidate the environmental circumstances for which
genetic effects are largest.
Few studies have provided evidence of GEI in the context of g in children and
adolescents, demonstrating increased heritability in children from highly educated parents
and in children with socio-economic background. To date, studies on GEI in adults, where
heritability estimates of g are largest (Haworth et al., 2009), are rare, with two studies
hitherto showing evidence of modest moderation on environmental influences but not on
genetic influences (Kremen et al., 2005; van der Sluis et al., 2008b).
We first determined whether there is a correlation between intrapair sum and
intrapair difference scores for g in 136 complete adult MZ twin pairs, as such a correlation
would imply non-additivity of latent genetic and environmental factors (Jinks & Fulker,
1970). This correlation was .20 (p=.02) suggesting that adults of higher cognitive ability are
more sensitive to the environment. We then focused on moderation effects of measured
environmental effects, i.e., 19 measures of positive, negative, and neutral Life Events on
genetic and environmental influences of g within a population-based sample of 560 twins
and their non-twin siblings (age 23-75 years) (for a sample description see Vinkhuyzen et
al., 2010a). Statistical analyses were conducted in which linear and non-linear moderation
by the 19 Life Events on genetic and environmental influences was tested. Results
demonstrated modest negative moderation of genetic factors by several Life Events (i.e.,
genetic influences were smaller for subjects who experienced Birth of a child, Breaking
up with friends/relatives, Death of friends/relatives, and Retirement), and considerable
moderation of these Life Events on the overall environmental influence (Birth of a child,
Breaking up with friends/relatives, Severe trouble with friends/relatives, Death of friends/
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relatives, Severe offence, Being fired, Unemployment, and Retirement), with direction
depending on the specific Life Event. Estimates of genetic and environmental influences,
as a function of the exposure to a particular Life Event, are depicted in Figure AVI.1
(unstandardized) and AVI.2 (standardized). Exposure to Severe illness, Divorce, Receiving
mental health treatment, Robbery, Sexual abuse, Marriage, Drivers license, Graduation,
Promotion, and Changing schools in childhood did not moderate the variance components
of g.
Although these results need replication, the broad heritability of g ranged from
only 9% to above 90% across levels of positive, negative, and neutral Life Events, suggesting
that the extent to which genetic and environmental influences affect individual differences
in g in adults is not equal across the entire population, but varies with exposure to Life
Events.
This conclusion is important in the context of gene finding studies for g as linkage
and association studies generally assume additivity of genetic and environmental factors,
implying that genetic effects are equal under various environmental circumstances. We
show that this assumption does not always hold. Ignoring the complex interplay between
genes and environment in gene finding studies may partly explain the lack of success in
the identification of genes for g. Gene finding studies should thus include GEI effects to
increase their chances of success.
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Figure A6.1 Unstandardized variance components of g as a function of the exposure to
different Life Events.
Retirement
Being fired
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Moving House
200
.

.

additive genetic
variation

.

.

shared environmental
variation

150
.

100

e’, p=.04

50
0

200
150
100
50
0

nonexposed

exposed
once / twice

.

non-shared environmental
variation

.

.

exposed
> twice

Notes: Unstandardized
variance components of g as a function of the exposure to different Life Events.
200
150
100 on the most reduced models, i.e., on models in which all non significant effects were
The figures are based
50
0 model. Unstandardized variance components refer to the absolute contribution of
eliminated from the
exposed
nonadditive genetic effects, sharedexposed
environmental effects, and non-shared environmental effects to variation
in g. Additive genetic variation represents additive effects of alleles summed over all genetic loci. Shared
200
exposed
non150influences that render members of the same family
environmental variation represents environmental
100
exposed
50
0
more alike. Non-shared environmental variation represents
all environmental influences that result in
exposed error.
non- P-values correspond to significance
differences between members of a family, including measurement
exposed
levels of non-linear moderation of additive genetic effects (a’’), shared- (c’’) and non-shared environmental
effects (e’’) and significance levels of linear moderation of additive genetic effects (a’), shared- (c’) and
non-shared environmental effects (e’). Please note that the heritability (h2) is defined as the ratio of the
genetic variance to the total variance.
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Figure A6.2 Standardized variance components of g as a function of the exposure to
different Life Events.
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Moving House
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Notes: The figures are based on the most reduced models, i.e., on models in which all non significant
effects eliminated200
from the model. Standardized variance components refer to the relative contribution of
150
100
50
additive genetic effects,
shared environmental effects, and non-shared environmental effects to variation
0
in g. Additive genetic variance
additive effects of alleles summed over all genetic loci. Shared
exposed represents
nonexposed
environmental variance represents
environmental influences that render members of the same family more
alike.
Non-shared environmental variance represents
all environmental influences that result in differences
200
exposed
non150
100 error. P-values correspond to significance levels of
between members of a family, including measurement
exposed
50
0
non-linear moderation of additive genetic effects (a’’), shared- (c’’) and non-shared environmental effects
exposed
non(e’’) and significance levels of linear moderation of additive genetic exposed
effects (a’), shared- (c’) and non-shared
environmental effects (e’). The heritability (h2) is defined as the ratio of the genetic variance to the total
variance.
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